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There is not one Pacific Only one common theme That development is certain Though foreign And coconuts will continue To fall The Pacific Ocean will camouflage superficial dreams and the faint sound of drums will still be heard if we pause a while to listen
Vaine Rasmussen Vaine Rasmussen's concluding verse of her poem Our Pacific draws in literary form the broad concern of this essay, namely, the multiple visions, which include the dreams of Pacific utopias or paradises and Oceanic identities in our contemporary Pacific, the fact of modernity and development introducing the foreign/strange and global into our everyday existence and the perennial constants of the measina, the ideal beauty or treasures of culture and tradition symbolised by the coconuts, the Ocean and the drumbeats, which provide nourishment for our imaginative and ethical growth as human beings.
In November 2003, the Government of Samoa celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the release of the first motion picture which was filmed on location in Samoa. The movie, Return to Paradise, starring Gary Cooper, was based on one of Michener's narratives about the South Pacific. According to Dunleavy, 'this was the first time in recorded motion picture history that a government had taken the initiative for such a cinematic celebration' (Dunleavy 2004, 14) . Such local initiatives signal the importance attached by national governments to promoting the image of the Pacific Paradise as an integral part of the discourse of tourism, a major source of revenue for many Pacific island nations (Misa Telefoni 2002, www/treasury.gov.ws).
These Pacific utopias are usually represented as far removed from the tensions of the world haunted by the threat of terrorist activities and destruction which undermine global peace and security, especially post September 11, 2001 . Yet if we examine the literary form of history telling and read the literary texts as Said advises, '…as a way of better understanding the human adventure and the cultural context from which [they] came' (Said 2000, 448) , it is clear that creative writing from the Pacific is full of the same angst, frustrations and dilemmas regarding multiple postcolonial identities and nationalism as those fictions from their metropolitan neighbours. This article will contextualize the writing from the Pacific by remembering the pasts from which it grew and then move on to a discussion of Albert Wendt's Ola and Vilisoni Early exploratory excursions by European men of empire laid the foundation for the literary portrayal of Pacific Islanders and their 'world' and the development of stereotypes and dominant images of the South Seas which could be fruitfully linked to Edward Said's Orientalism, defined as 'an internally structured archive' (Said 1979, 58) built up from the literature written by Europeans. This archive was based on past encounters between West Europeans or Occidentals and the peoples of the East or Orient whereby the countries and peoples of the Orient were typed onto the West's imagination, divided into several categories, alternating 'between being an Old World to which one returned, as to Eden or Paradise, there to set up a new version of the old and being a wholly new place to which one came...to set up a New World' (58). This archive presented, in Said's opinion, a false perception of the Orient but it provided Europeans with imaginative lenses allowing them to rationalise their colonial hegemony over the Orient.
As for the issue involving the connection of power and knowledge and the images employed in the pursuit of colonial domination over the Pacific, the Cook voyages' representations are particularly pertinent and described as falling into two different kinds.
One incorporated charts and coastal profiles as an aid to ships' navigators together with drawings of flora and fauna to detail what was of commercial value, such practical, utilitarian images being 'specific...(using) art in the service of science, commerce and the flag' (Said 1979, 58 (Daws 1980, xi) where in the 19th century especially, the dream of a Pacific utopia involved the scenario where 'the white man stood above all others...(and)...deserved to rule: this was the truth that made the West strong...and it was a truth that the West set out to teach all the peoples of the world ' (20 (Subramani 1976a, 6) . His comments, with regard to the fiction of the three authors mentioned in the latter category, are pertinent; 'A striking feature...is the absence of genuine Polynesian characters' (17) and 'Generally, the image of the Polynesian falls into two parts; he is either a terrifying savage...or he is a friendly primitive … The Polynesian character is no more than either a Caliban or a Friday' (17).
Later, contemporary writers, notably James Michener 2 and Paul Theroux (Michener 1967; Theroux 1992) , continued to represent Oceania with their 'imperial eyes' exemplifying what Pratt labels:
a discourse of negation, domination, devaluation and fear...the official metropolitan code of the 'third world', its rhetoric of triviality, dehumanisation and rejection coinciding with the end of colonial rule ... the rise of national liberation movements and accelerated ... processes of modernization, industrialising and urban growth in many parts of the world (Pratt, 1992, 220 Across almost three decades, the cry from Pacific writers/theorists was still basically about the same struggle for recognition and reassertion of cultural identity and selfhood.
Wendt states emphatically: 'We must not consent to our own abasement' (Wendt 1976a, 54) and the same sentiment is echoed by Hau'ofa: 'We must not let anyone belittle us again ' (Hau'ofa 1993, 16) .
Ngugi Wa Thiong'o, in a similar call for the decolonisation of the African mind, need to celebrate and to make sense of the many facets of the Pacific self which is made up of many voices and shifting identities-to externalise, to put outside what was previously held captive, often in turmoil, inside. This process of turning the inside out, creatively speaking, leads to a process that brings healing, as 'the (Pacific) other', the coloniser, is allowed to see the inside view, the emotional and cultural terrain/s of the decolonised writer and his/her experiences, to enter imaginatively into previously silenced/silent cultural spaces and stories.
For the indigenous peoples of Oceania, their spaces incorporated the vast Pacific Ocean and strings of islands, of varying sizes and types. Hau'ofa describes the world-view of these 'ocean peoples' as conceiving of their universe as not only land surfaces but also;
the surrounding ocean as far as they could traverse and exploit it, the underworld with its firecontrolling and earth-shaking denizens, and the heavens above with their hierarchies of powerful gods and named stars and constellations that people could count on to guide their ways across the sea (Hau'ofa 1993, 7).
These Islanders whose 'world was anything but tiny' (Hau'ofa 1993, 3), engaged in cultural exchanges centuries before European contact with peoples of the Pacific. The focus of colonisation was to divide up Oceania into 'islands in a far sea' (3) which bound colonial and postcolonial administrators to notions of smallness which often bred a mental set of dependency and despair. Hau'ofa, in turning this notion of smallness around from tiny 'islands in a far sea' to the vast expanse of a 'sea of islands', makes for a shift in emphasis which is supported by the belief held by many Pacific Islanders, especially by those in Polynesia, that they did not originate from anywhere outside their own island groups, that in fact their homeland is the centre from which other migrations occurred.
This autochthonous theory, which is advocated by most Samoans and supported by its oral history and traditions, 5 is represented by a response from a Manua 6 orator to a statement by Sir Peter Buck about Polynesian migration. 'The Polynesians may have come from Asia, but the Samoans, no. We originated in Samoa' (Buck 1938, 294) We each have preferred maps, learned maps-what we believe our cultures, our nations, ourselves were and are. Our maps may be our neighbours' fictions, we read one another through what we believe, through the mirrors of who and what we are. Those maps and fictions are all in the spiral
Va'ai
Pacific Utopias and National Identities in the Twenty-first Century which encompasses the story of us in the ever-moving present, in the Va, the space between all things which defines and makes us a part of the unity that is all (Wendt 1991b, 181) .
This definitive space between all things, the va and va-tapuia, are concepts in Samoan society involving human relations/relationships in time and space, whether it is mythological (as in the watery spaces out of which Tagaloa, the Polynesian god, created the heavens and the earth) (Kramer 1994, 539-544) , temporal or personal and associated with these relations are tapu (conventions), laid down as a guide to interaction and appropriate behaviour. Aiono F. Le Tagaloa, former Professor of Samoan Studies at the National University in Apia, explains:
there is the va-tapuia between brother and sister (the feagaiga relationship, the equivalent to a 'sacred covenant'); the va-tapuia between the parent (especially father/mother) and offspring; there is the va-tapuia between male and female, between male and male -female and female; there is the va-tapuia between host and guest, there is the va-tapuia between matai; there is the vatapuia between the dead and the living; there is the va-tapuia between man and his environmentsea and sky, flora and fauna; then there is the va-tapuia between the created and the Creator. Wendt's notion of maps and mirrors 7 has a resonance in Said's theory of orientalism, 8 explicitly interrogating as it does the linkages between power and knowledge and how 7 Maps and mirrors are also used by Borges, whom Wendt lists along with Camus and other writers whose books are selected by Galupo to take with him when he returns to Sapepe (Wendt 1981, 366 as noted by Subramani 1985, 157) .
Portal Vol. 2, No. 2 July 2005 9 8 Said examined orientalism as a discourse, using Foucault's concept (Foucault 1972 (Foucault & 1979 , whereby the 'Orient' (not only adjacent to Europe -but also the place of Europe's greatest and richest and oldest colonies, its cultural contestant, one of its deepest and most recurring images of the Other)' (Said 1979, 1) existed primarily as a project of the West, serving to justify the treatment and exploitation of peoples culturally homogenised under this label. Thus orientalism is a 'style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between the Orient (most of the time) and the Occident' (Said 1979, 2) whereby the West or the Occident dominated, restructured and had authority over the Orient. Gramsci's notion of hegemony (Gramsci cited in Said 1979, 7-8 ) is employed, consequently allowing for 'a flexible positional superiority which put(s) the Westerner in a whole series of possible relationships with the Orient without ever losing him the relative upper hand' (Said 1979, 7) .
these cultural constructions impact on colonised peoples. It is pertinent to examining the ways that the South Pacific, and especially Polynesia (formerly labeled 'the South Seas') was exoticised, romanticised and articulated in the European imagination. it was also contended that the role of critic of Pacific literature 'should be reserved only 9 This controversy was also mentioned by Albert Wendt in his keynote address and was the subject of informal discussion. Birkett (Birkett 1994) , in the Guardian Weekly, reported that the editor of the short story anthology, C. K. Stead, had expressed reservations about broadening the scope beyond New Zealand, adding that island writing was relatively unsophisticated in execution but that he may be able to add 'mainly Fiji and Samoa to New Zealand and the Cook Islands if there is a writer there worth including' (my emphasis) (Stead cited in Birkett 1994) . The action of several Maori writers and Albert Wendt, in withdrawing their stories from the collection, seemed an appropriate protest against such an outdated and discriminatory attitude. Stead expressed regret in 'A Note On Absences' (Stead 1994, xv-xvii) at the absences in the collection of these major Pacific writers and added pointedly, in relation to Wendt, that this regret in Wendt's case was because 'his short stories, before his recent two novels, Ola and Black Rainbow, which suggest some kind of collapse of his talent (my emphasis), represent some of the best in Pacific island writing' ( xvii). In the face of such blatant cultural imperialism, it is obvious that the journey towards a Pacific, postcolonial, independent self/selves is still impeded by the wounds of colonialism's culture.
Portal Vol. 2, No. 2 July 2005 10 10 'The tulafale speaks on behalf of the chief, explains or clarifies when necessary, and interacts with the rest of society regarding the intentions of the chief. The tulafale can also criticise the chief -in a loving and constructive manner -when necessary. This relationship between the tamalii "high chief" and tulafale "talking chief" known as feutagai in Samoa, is what we propose as a preferable alternative to the "expert" posturing endemic in literary circles today' (Hereniko & Schwarz 1994, 6 ).
for those who know Pacific cultures and peoples well and have a broad knowledge of the literature'(6).
The authors proposed a decolonising of literary criticism for the Pacific declaring that 'the standards of judgment must come from inside Pacific Islands cultures and they should be informed by the issues, viewpoints, forms of rhetoric and artistic modalities of Pacific cultures' (Hereniko and Shwarz 1994, 14) . The ideas raised in the proposal have yet to be fully explored and are debatable but are powerful, delineating present as well as future struggles. These struggles, similar to those of other decolonised writers in postcolonial societies are concerned with critical approaches which adopt a dialogic 11 rather than a monologic stance, a postcolonial as opposed to a colonial view which attempts to affirm the various aspects of postcolonial Pacific identity and to recover the dignity which had been lost in the fractured colonial past. Subramani's 1999 address at the SPACLALS conference Imagining Oceania also emphasized that Pacific peoples will need all the 'resources of their imaginations "to chart alternative paths" in the years of the new millennium, constructing answers to questions about postcolonial identities and other pressing issues of regional importance' (Subramani 2003, 12 ).
I will now discuss two works of fiction, firstly a novel by Albert Wendt, the Pacific's best-known international writer, and a drama by Vilisoni Hereniko and Teresia Teaiwa.
All three writers are academics, the first two teaching at the University of Hawaii and the latter at Victoria University in New Zealand. In Ola, Wendt takes on the narrative voice of a woman, reshaping the life of one Olamaiileoti (a name defined as 'born from death', as her mother had technically died before the surgeons operated to remove the child and (1961, (336) (337) expresses his concept of dialogism as follows: 'Life is by nature dialogic. To live means to participate in a dialogue: to ask questions to heed, to respond, to agree and so forth. In this dialogue a person participates wholly and throughout his whole life: with his eyes, lips, hands, soul, spirit, with his whole body. He invests his entire self in discourse, and this discourse enters into the dialogic fabric of human life, into the symposium of the world'. In relation to the concept of self and other, Bakhtin writes 'This other human being whom I am contemplating, I shall always see and know something that he, from his place outside and over against, cannot see himself: parts of his body that are inaccessible to his own gaze (his head, his face and its expression) the world behind his back... are accessible to me but not to him. As we gaze at each other, two different worlds are reflected in the pupils of our eyes... This ever-present excess of my seeing, knowing and possessing in relation to any other human being is founded in the uniqueness and irreplacebility of my place in the world'. (Bakhtin 1990, 23. now seen by the aiga as a resurrection, a reincarnation of her dead mother) (Wendt 1991a In an attached letter to the writer, whom she admired, Ola expresses her hope that his rearrangement of her papers will help her 'read/find a meaning to (a) wasted life' (7).
Ola's story takes her, as a companion to her seventy-five-year-old father, Finau, on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, the land of Jesus' birth. The trip is a surprise birthday gift from the aiga to the old man with roots in Sapepe, the fictional village situated on the western tip of Upolu, created for Sons and used also in Leaves. As she explains for the reader:
Nearly all of us Samoans are raised on the Bible, and after over one-hundred-and fifty-years of Christianity (mainly fundamentalist) we know almost nothing of our ancient religion. My father's generation knows more about the biblical Holy Land (geographically, historically, spiritually) then our own country and more about it than the modern Israelis. The biblical prophets, heroes and villains, the courageous saga of the Israelites, Jesus and His disciples are a vital part of their everyday lives (Wendt 1991a, 11 (Wendt 1991a, 286) .
Their experiences in Israel provide an emotional bonding for both the father and daughter. Commemorating and honouring the suffering of the six million Jews murdered in the Holocaust, when they visit Yad Vashem, a memorial to the victims, Finau undergoes a spiritual illumination, opening his mind to admit the common humanity shared by all peoples, including the Jews, labeled and stereotyped as the crucifiers of Christ in Christian Samoa. One memory remains vivid and lasts till Finau's death; he even mentions it in his last testament, given to Ola after his death. He tells his daughter:
I'll never forget their eyes ... The eyes were those of owls. And Ola, our family god in pagan times, was the owl ... Square and still I stood in front of the middle pillar … on a small black shelf (was) the well-used shoe of a child. A worn-out, utterly helpless shoe watching me. And I fled. Rushed out onto the roof of Yad Vashem and the endless, silent scream of God's universe.
..That shoe will be worn by my heart for the rest of my days. It is a perfect fit (Wendt 1991a, 34) .
The holy wanderer from Pouliuli is placed firmly in the narrative with his trademark 'silent scream' as was his circle of pebbles at the beginning of the novel in chapter one. It is only after the excitement of commercial sightseeing and shopping around the Holy place that they hear that the kidnap victim has been killed. Finau's request to visit the Wailing Wall is understandable and his guilt is manifested in his note 'Please forgive me' which he places into the joint of two stone blocks. Following that though, the invitation to
Finau by an old patriarch, part of a group of Yemenite Jews, dancing in procession, to join them is to bring reconciliation and a sense of peace. Ola observes, Before we veered away from the Wall, my father turned his face to me; it was alive with tears. But how he danced. Held up, above the abyss by the magic of his ancient friends, the boy and the song and the rhythm, his legs and knees stepping high ... How he danced. Beyond forgiveness and grief. (Wendt 1991a, 306) .
The pilgrimage has become a journey to explore and affirm the self, and to that end some of Finau's own personal agonies and guilt surface. He tells Ola a part of the family genealogy he has never revealed before, of two dead brothers, tragic figures, the first one Va'a, the eldest and ideal son who provided tautua (loyal service) to their strict taskmaster father, and the aiga and who had died early of an ulcer. The second brother, Pese, who died at eighteen, was deformed and Finau, even though two years the younger, was expected to look after him, so to make that caring easier, he trained Pese to imitate everything he did as a game. After Pese's death, the younger brother realised that the need between them had been mutual and that indeed, he misses 'his second self' (Wendt 1991a, 166 ).
Ola's new found uncles, part of her Dead, are only some of the people cast to play out incidents from the various 'pasts' that inform the narrative and flesh out a fictional life, from all the papers left to the artist to reshape. Others from her boarding school days as a scholarship student in New Zealand are also important, especially the story concerning Gill, her closest Pakeha friend from school, and the latter's struggles to truthfully claim her Maoriness after years of her Maori mother and Pakeha father hiding the fact. This truth, about her true identity parallels Ola's search and Finau's reclaiming of their 'pasts'
to understand previously hidden and denied aspects of their true selves. The undertones of racism are clear and the tragic accident which claims Gill's life and that of one of her daughters, Karin, happens in her homeland, described by Gill as 'Kiwiland, colonial empire of racists, bigots, male-chauvinist rams, and rugby players who love South Africa and apartheid' (Wendt 1991a, 68) .
The return to Samoa is eventful; Carl has filed for divorce and Ola goes with Finau to Sapepe, where Malo Tauilopepe Galupo is the highest ali'i, his wealth expanding for everyone to witness. He is still sinister, though charismatic, and as to be expected, even more 'into power, into the controlling, using and manipulating of it' (Wendt 1991a, 319) ;
and Ola finds his eyes watching, measuring her, an uncomfortable situation for the person watched. With his health declining, Finau makes a deathbed request, a mavaega, that Ola take on the matai title of Lagona, which he has previously refused because of his age.
After her initial refusal, Ola (described previously in Israel by Finau as 'the permanent traveller' (142)), accepts when her father whispers into her head 'accept it for the kidnapped boy who was executed in Israel' (34). She had just recalled the first visit she ever made to the village when she was six, memorable for the discovery of the 'I, Me, as separate from the Them and Everything Else' (339). These are reflected in Samoan pronouns, extending outwards from the self; O a'u, I, me to O tatou, we, us to O tatou uma, all of us. The widening spiral of the Va, the space between connecting the 'I', the 'Me' to the 'All-of-Us' in a unity that encompasses everyone is Ola's final concern and as a matai, it is a vital and legitimate concern. As she realises after the burial; 'Today I want nothing, yet my aiga wants everything of me. Today I need nothing, yet I need everyone' (345).
Wendt amplifies the notions of Va-its workings and implications in its home society, the Sacred Centre in Ola. It is mentioned five times in the chapters leading up to the last will and testament, from chapters 82 to 84 whereas up to that point in the narrative, it is only included twice. This has obvious significance as it is only towards the end of the novel, as Finau's death approaches, that Ola accepts the 'All-of-Us', the 'We' into her consciousness. Prior to that, especially in the episodes connected to Carl, in her affair and later marriage to him, Ola is presented as very cynical, moving amongst the business and political elite of the nation's capital, the cocktail cliques of Apia, witnessing the corruption of her middle-aged peers, most ex-scholarship students like herself, who play their political power games with ease while drinking 'alofa on the rocks' (Wendt 1991a, 294, 260) . The combining of alofa (compassionate love) with alcohol implies the cheapening of this basic virtue of the fa'amatai or fa'asamoa, hinting at its commercialisation and degradation. During Ola's visit to Japan, on a business trip with Carl, Ola talks about 'OLA-DO' (279), (Do being Japanese for 'way'), her way, the way of Life, at that point growing in alofa in her relationship with her third husband-to-be.
Also in New York with Mark, she admits her love for the individualistic city where there are 'heaps and heaps of people … cut off from one another' (112) and where participating in perverted sex shows, ends in feelings of guilt and desperation.
It is only by acknowledging the Va that Ola finds some sense of peace in accepting her self and her identity. 'Our Va with others defines us. We can only be ourselves linked to everyone and everything else in the Va, the Unity-that-is-All and now' (Wendt 1991a, 307) . Thus from the Islanders' perspective, Helmut is just like all European 'others' they have seen since colonisation and as Hina suggests to Temanu, he is gullible as well as materially wealthy.
His quest for the 'new' in essence mirrors the colonial endeavour. He tells Jean:
Do you know that I looked everywhere for a virgin wife and couldn't find one? I've been to New Guinea, Vanuatu, Solomons, Fiji, Guam, Saipan, Samoa, Nauru … I couldn't find one. Not a single one who is untouched. Then I came here and within two weeks, I find one. Yes, I've found the perfect one (Hereniko 1993, 4 Islander just returned from twelve years of education overseas in Australia, as a history graduate from the Australian National University, returning in search of her identity, to find her 'roots'. She accuses Jean of being arrogant, a 'bloody nosy foreigner who cares for nothing but her research' (Hereniko 1993, 9) , lumping her together with Helmut in her scathing condemnation that they're both the same, 'come … to plunder and steal, to take and take until there's nothing left that's sacred anymore' (24).
Helmut's marriage to Hina, the young island 'virgin', and the complications associated with Hina's choice are the focus of the play. Jeke, the local clown, has played the intermediary for Helmut in convincing Hina and her parents that it is better for the young woman to marry a rich palagi, even though the groom is old enough to be the young bride's father. The main motivating factor for the parents is economic, so that Hina can 'send them (the parents) money' and come in visit at Christmas with a bag of presents bought in the metropolitan city. For Hina, the marriage is her chance to see the world and get a good education, and she is willing to take the risks of loneliness and discrimination that Temanu warns her about, even though she is also fearful of the unknown. Temanu becomes personally involved in trying to dissuade Hina from marrying Helmut, when
Hina reveals that while Termanu may be confused about her own identity, Hina's family are clear about their relationship with her, the returned, local academic. Hina's words are emphatic; 'I know who you are. You Temanu, daughter of Etika who marry a white woman. Etika is my father's older brother. Your parents take you to Australia for a good education. We related' (Hereniko 1993, 7) . This relationship inspires Temanu to commit herself to warning, and if possible, convincing Hina that the marriage should be called off. Hina's insistence as she walks to board the plane that will take her 'out' to the wider world that Helmut is her 'passport' to fulfill the dreams of a global life, ends with a telling retort when Temanu reminds her that she should never forget her roots. Hina replies; 'I know my roots. You come to find roots, that fine but I …I want to find wings too!' (52). this creates a literary context, reflecting the hybridity of the postcolonial frame. In this theatrical setting, some members of the audience will be privileged and honoured in that it is their mother tongue and their local jokes being used and others, like Europeans, will be excluded in that they may not understand the Pacific language being used by the characters, and consequently the humour and the innuendos contained in the dialogue may be unclear. In this way, Hereniko feels European audiences, like Jean the anthropologist, will begin to get a taste of what its like for many of us who have to tolerate speaking their language all the time ... so using these languages privileges indigenous languages, gives control to the Islanders, the natives because they are the ones to decide when to switch to their own tongue and lock that message in their own tongue (Hereniko personal communication, 1994) .
The use of Pacific languages also makes for more play with words especially with the clowning and the mistranslations of Hina's father's speech at the wedding, allowing the playwright to extend the boundaries of humour and push it to its limits. These creative inclusions provide the local colour and humour which characterise Pacific island
festivities.
An interesting feature of the production of the play in Hawaii in (Hereniko 1994, personal communication) . The ancestors appear in scene three, looking after Hina when she comes back to the hotel after the wedding feast and actually board the plane with her as she leaves with Helmut for Europe. by Europeans as they persistently set out to achieve their colonial projects of research and discovery in the Pacific.
In a note to the director, Hereniko suggests:
casting that brings together people from different Pacific Islands is encouraged and where possible vernacular expressions should be used and a way found to communicate their meanings in English.
Another possibility is to have the non-English dialogue in the native language of the local inhabitants wherever the play is performed, for example, using the Hawaiian language in Hawaii (Hereniko 1993, xi) .
He adds that the anticipated audience should influence language choices, that the success of the wedding scene will depend on the talents of clowns who know how to make people laugh and involving the audience in the singing of popular songs and in the dancing in the play is also important (xi). 
